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Preface 
This ten weeks exam work at Uppsala University where realized at SMHI, Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute, during the summer and autumn of 2004. Supervisor at SMHI was Anke Thoss at 
the Atmospheric research section (Remote sensing and solar radiation). 
 
While the work has been done at SMHI in Norrköping in collaboration with the Remote sensing 
research group, it has resulted in a good view of the European satellite project, the SMHI organisation, 
and meteorological working methods as a whole. 
 
Unfortunately this close connection to the project has also given some undesired effects, since the 
project had some problems to supply data for the validation. This delay implied a change of the 
direction of the exam work, to evaluate the validation method more than carry out a complete 
validation. 
 
However, this resulted in a more thorough investigation of the methods, although it sometimes has 
been difficult to draw any conclusions from the small amount of validation data. 
 
I will herewith send my greatest thanks to my supervisor Anke Thoss at SMHI, and also to the other 
helpful colleagues who have made me feel very welcome at SMHI. 
Also thank you to Sven Israelsson, Cecilia Johansson, Linus Magnusson and Kim Hultin at 
Geocentrum, Uppsala University, who have helped me work out the exam report. 
 
Anna Geidne, Rimforsa 2005-05-31 
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Abstract 
The by SMHI (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute) developed snow cover product, that 
analyses snow cover from satellite images, needs to be validated. A reliable validation method should 
be developed and concentrated to verify the snow cover analyses from images emerged from the 
recently operative European MSG-satellite. The validation is done for Europe, and this first validation 
test to evaluate the validation method is only done for a couple of clear days in March 2004. 
 
The snow cover analyses from the MSG images, computed by the snow cover product, are compared 
to synoptic snow observations and to a similar snow cover product from the NOAA project NESDIS.  
Every grid point of the MSG analysis area and the reference NESDIS area has been given a snow 
classification, describing the local status of the snow cover. The synoptic classification is derived from 
snow depth reports, stored in SMHI database. The product (MSG) classification and the reference 
classification in every grid point has then been added to a table and presented for manual evaluation.  
 
The most exacting work is to prepare the validation data to be comparable. The preparation quality 
affects the results, especially at the comparison to the synoptic source where the snow cover 
classification is a delicate problem. 
 
The synoptic reference data has shown up to be far too sparse to be used for a serious validation. 
There are also problems with the interpretation of the snow reports.  
 
Using the NESDIS source as reference the result looks better and the validation method is probably 
reliable. Images of the snow cover from MSG and NESDIS sources have also been sketched and 
compared. This comparison shows that the snow cover differences might originate from the snow 
cover product. The temperature of the ground might affect the snow detection; the snow is not 
detected sufficiently when ground is cold. On the other hand high altitude clouds seems possibly 
generate false snow detection. From the image comparison could also be presumed that forest might 
hide the snow cover. 
 
A more complete validation is now needed to draw any definitive conclusions if the existing snow 
cover differences originate from the snow cover product or from the validation method. But the method 
seems to work. Synoptic source is not recommended to use as validation reference, but the snow 
cover scenes from NESDIS seems to be a reliable reference source and works well for the validation 
method. 
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Sammanfattning 
En produkt för beräkning av snötäckningsgrad har utvecklats av SMHI (Sveriges meteorologiska och 
hydrologiska institut). Produkten analyserar snötäcke utifrån satellitbilder och en tillförlitlig metod att 
validera produkten ska utvecklas. Valideringen som sedan ska göras, koncentreras till att verifiera 
snötäckesanalyser utifrån den nyligen operativa Europeiska MSG-satellitens bilder. Valideringen görs 
för Europa, och denna första testvalidering för att utvärdera valideringsmetoden görs för ett fåtal dagar 
med klart väder under mars 2004. 
 
Produktens snötäckesanalyser från MSG-satellitens bilder jämförs med synoptiska snöobservationer 
tillika analyser från en liknande produkt från amerikanska NOAAs projekt NESDIS. 
MSG- och NESDIS-analysernas snötäckesinformation finns lagrat i ett snöklassificeringsfält 
motsvarande den geografiska arean (Europa), där alla gridpunkter har tilldelats en klassificering vilket 
beskriver den lokala statusen på snötäcket i punkten. 
Snötäckesklassificeringen för de synoptiska observationerna görs utifrån snödjupsrapporter lagrade i 
SMHIs databas. 
De olika värdena på MSG-klassificeringen och referensklassificeringen i varje punkt summeras och 
presenteras i en tabell för utvärdering. 
 
Det mest krävande jobbet är att förbehandla indatat från de olika källorna för att få det jämförbart. 
Kvalitéten på förarbetet påverkar resultatet, speciellt vid jämförelsen mot synoptiska data där 
snötäckesklassificeringen är komplicerad. 
 
Resultattabellen tenderar att visa på ett bra resultat, men produkten för snötäckesanalys verkar ha 
svårt att detektera snö tillfredställande.  
Den synoptiska referenskällan har visat sig innehålla alldeles för lite data för att kunna användas i en 
seriös validering. Det finns även vissa problem med tolkningen av snörapporterna från databasen. 
 
Med NESDIS-produktens analys som referens ser resultatet bättre ut och valideringsmetoden kan 
sannolikt betraktas som tillförlitlig. En jämförelse mellan kartbilder över de två källornas klassificeringar 
har visat att det är möjligt att avvikelserna i beskrivningen av snötäcket beror på produkten för 
snötäckesanalys. Produktens snödetektering ser ut att kunna påverkas av marktemperaturen, snön 
upptäcks inte tillräckligt bra då marken är kall. Även höga moln ser ut att kunna påverka 
snödetekteringen och ger i så fall falskt klassificeringen snö där det enligt referenskällan är barmark. 
Utifrån bildjämförelsen kan också antas att skog kan gömma snötäcket. 
 
En mer komplett validering krävs för att dra några definitiva slutsatser om skillnaderna i 
snötäckningsgrad beror på valideringsmetoden eller på produkten för snötäckesanalys. Men metoden 
ser ut att kunna fungera. Synoptiska observationer rekommenderas inte att använda som referens, 
men snötäckesanalyser från NESDIS-projektets produkt verkar vara en tillförlitlig referens och 
fungerar väl för valideringsmetoden.
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1 Introduction 
Snow cover analysis from satellite images is a task in the European co-operation project Land SAF, 
and developed by SMHI. The Land SAF project is a segment of the European satellite co-operation 
project EUMETSAT SAF-Satellite Application Facility program, responsible for a lot of meteorological 
satellite applications. 
 
The snow cover analysis product implementation, as well as validation of the product, is done by 
SMHI. Developing of the analysis system is by early summer 2004 almost finished and validation of 
the out coming result is to be done. This report treats the development and the evaluation of the 
validation method. 
 
The snow cover product is developed for using images from both the European recently operative 
MSG 8 (Meteosat Second Generation, named METEOSAT8) geostationary satellite and one of the 
NOAA (the US department of commerce- National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) polar-
orbiting satellites. 
 
This first test validation will be done only for MSG image analyses, since this product will soon be 
operative at Instituto de Meteorologia, Portugal. 
 
The result of the snow cover product, the analysis, will be compared to synoptic observations and also 
to analyses from another snow cover product from the NOAA NESDIS project. Daily MSG analyses 
and reference data from the late winter of 2004 will be used for the validation. 

2 Theory 
2.1 Snow cover and snow depth 
If there is snow or not on the ground is important of both meteorological and hydrological aspects. The 
evolution of weather systems is dependent on temperature and humidity of the surface. The spatial 
distribution of water, stored as snow, is of interest as input parameter for water distribution models. 
Therefore, beside snow depth it can be of interest to know the area of the surface that is covered by 
snow.  
The traditional way of describing snow is to synoptically measure the snow depth. The method is 
incomplete as it only describes snow at distinct hours and distinct places on the ground. The single 
snow depth is not necessary connected to the snow cover. With help of satellite images the snow 
cover can be more complete described through surface temperature and lightness determination. 
Continuous snow information from satellites in real-time will also sure improve the data assimilation 
with the forecast modelling. 
The snow cover also affects lots of other satellite applications. For example the albedo of the snow is 
high, and albedo adjustments are needed in radar and other satellite applications.  
The albedo is also of major interest as a parameter for climate modelling. 
 
2.2 The Land SAF Snow Cover product 
The snow cover determination is based on the measured radiance from a visible (VIS), a near infrared 
NIR) and two infrared (IR) channels. Both the SEVIRI imager on the MSG satellite and the AVHRR 
imager on the NOAA satellite use these channels. The radiance from the four channels can together 
separate snow from cloud that have similar temperatures. 
The snow cover product uses information from another SAF application, the Cloud Mask algorithm 
(CMa) to distinguish the cloudy areas, and also the EUMETSAT Land mask to distinguish land from 
sea or lake.  
For more information, see the product documentation in Appendix A.  
 
2.3 Validation specifications 
The validation of the snow cover product is specified by the Land SAF project. The reference sources 
to be used are surface observations- SYNOP snow depth observations- archived at SMHI and a 
manually corrected snow product from NOAA NESDIS.  
The SYNOP source supplies with high quality snow depth information, although very sparse and 
irregular located.  
The NOAA NESDIS snow cover product provides manually processed snow cover maps, with input 
from both remote data and synoptic measurements. 
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Also the NASA MODIS snow cover product could be used as reference, but it is not as reliable since it 
is not quality checked. Therefore it will not be used in this first validation. 
 
2.4 Validation components 
The validation is concentrated to verification of the snow cover analysis of images from the MSG-
satellite. This functionality is soon to be operative (2005). The validation will be done only for Europe 
and the complete validation will use scenes from every day during the first quarter of 2004. In this first 
validation test, only a small selection of days is used. The days used, are days with mostly clear sky 
and qualitative MSG scenes.  
 
Both the snow cover analyses from the MSG satellite, computed by the SMHI snow cover product, 
and the NESDIS source provide a daily file, a composite from all satellite scenes during the day. The 
daily file contains a grid where all geographical grid points have been given a snow classification 
(snow, no snow, no report etc.). 
The synoptic daily file has to be derived from snow depth reports stored in the SMHI database, and a 
snow cover classification must also be done. 
This pre-processing is an important part of the validation job.  
 
2.4.1 MSG data 
The output data from the snow cover product- named MSG data- is a couple of files, each containing a 
1019x2200 matrix corresponding to the Europe grid with a approximate spatial resolution of 5x5km. 
The MSG data consists of the latitude file, the longitude file and the values file (figure 2.1). 
The information at each grid point in the values file, is compound of snow class and quality flags (table 
2.1). Beside the snow class, also the quality flags are important for a qualitative validation. For the 
validation done, only the snow class is used because the quality flags are not entirely implemented 
yet. For further validation it makes sense to take more notice to the flags as a quality indicator for the 
validation result. The forest and altitude flags could also be used for checking the influence of the 
terrain. Note that the distinction between land and sea is described by flags (number 0 and 12), not by 
snow classification as in NESDIS case. 
The snow class value in every point in the scene grid, is a mean value from the nearest grid points.  
The MSG file is a daily file that is a composite of all the snow cover scenes of the day. If any of the 
scenes has reported snow (with high confidence) in a certain point, snow is also set in the composite 
file. The scenes at dark hours are not usable and will have no affect on the composite file. 
 
Table 2.1 Daily values file content from MSG snow cover product 
Snow class 
 

0=Non-processed,1=Totally snow covered, 2=Partially snow covered, 3=Snow free 
ground, 4=Unclassified (Cloud for example, consider flags) 

Quality flags 
 

0: LAND/Land mask indicates land  
1: COAST/Land mask indicates coast  
2: NIGHT/Night illumination conditions 
3: TWILIGHT/Twilight conditions 
4: SUNGLINT/Sun glint conditions 
5: HIGH_TERRAIN/Elevation data indicates high terrain  
6: OBSCURED_BY_CLOUDS/Pixel obscured by clouds 
7: HIGH_QUAL/High quality at temporal integration 
8: LOW_QUAL/Low quality  
9: VERYLOW_QUAL/Very low quality at temporal integration 
10: PARTIAL_SURESNOW/Partially snow covered, and high quality 
11: FOREST/Landuse indicates forest 
12: LAKE/Landmask indicates lake/sea 
13: INVERSION/Inversion 
14: CLOUD_CONTAM/Partial cloud contamination of pixel 
15: BAD_SAMPLING/Few of the pixels (in up-scaling) where classified  
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Figure 2.1 An image of the snow class representation of a daily (1-3-2004) values file. 
Colour Classification Land 
White Snow Yes 
Very light grey Partially snow covered Yes 
Light grey  Snow / 

partially snow covered 
No 

Grey No snow Yes 
Dark grey No snow No 
Black Unclassified / Cloud Yes/No 

 
2.4.2 SYNOP data 
SYNOP data means synoptically done observations, reported from manual or automatic observation 
stations. SYNOP data is reported and stored for every sixth hour from stations all over Europe, more 
or less sparsely located. The snow depth is stored in a database at SMHI and delivered as a text 
(ASCII) file for the validation. 
 
The snow report from SMHI database contains: 

 date and hour (YYMMDDHH) 
 country-ID and station-ID 
 position of station (Lat,Long) 
 snow depth (cm) 

 
Example cut from a SYNOP data file: 
.... 

4 4 19 6 2 805 697500 270300 37
4 4 19 6 1 45 698300 218800 0
4 4 19 6 1 75 704000 282000 22
4 4 19 12 16 344 393300 164000 2

...etc  
 
Reported from synoptic stations is snow depth. The parameter to be validated is snow cover. A snow 
cover classification of the snow depth must be done before the validation process. An important 
aspect is also that a synoptic station is not always reliable. Experiences at SMHI shows that especially 
the automatic observations are doubtful. On the other side, an advantage of SYNOP data is that these 
measurements are not depending on cloudiness of the sky. 
 
2.4.3 NESDIS data 
The snow cover information from the NOAA NESDIS -National Environmental Satellite Data and 
Information Service- snow product is derived from a NOAA operational satellite data at visual, infrared 
and microwave frequencies. It is manually quality checked, adjusted by making use of SYNOP 
observations. The NESDIS data is therefore quite reliable. 
It is important to note that the main source for NESDIS data is a satellite scene, and it might therefore 
not be truly independent from the validation data source that also originates from satellite scenes. 
However, it leaves a complete snow cover scene. More about the NESDIS snow cover product can be 
found on the NESDIS project web site http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/SNOW/index.html. 
 
The files delivered from NESDIS, contains a well-defined 6144x6144-matrix. This matrix, the grid, 
corresponds to the northern hemisphere. This brings a nominal resolution of at least 3,3x3,3 km that is 
a higher resolution than the validated MSG data. The projection used, is not the same as in the MSG 
snow cover product, and therefore the matrices do not simply correspond to each other. 
 
Stored in the values file matrix are snow class mean values for each grid point. The snow classes 
used are 1- sea, 2- snow free ground, 3- ice, 4- snow. NESDIS also delivers corresponding latitude 
and longitude file. 
Examples of the contents in the files can be found in Appendix B. 
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2.5 Validation methods 
The validation method has been chosen based on forecast verification methods, described on the web 
site http://www.bom.gov.au/bmrc/wefor/staff/eee/verif/verif_web_page.html in June 2004 by Beth 
Ebert et al. 
The MSG value will be compared to the reference value in all grid points. The reference value is given 
from the reference source, NESDIS or SYNOP. Every comparison will be added to a contingency 
table presenting the total amount of hits, misses etc. 
Based on the contingency table some quality indicators can be calculated. These indices describe the 
distribution within the contingency table. 
The validation can be done both for a single day and for periods of several days. 
 
2.5.1 Contingency table 
Generally, every comparison can be classified as a hit, a miss, a false alarm or a correct negative. 
For example the MSG source can report no snow while the reference value says snow. That is a miss.  
Presented in the contingency table will be a sum of the comparison results as presented in table 2.2. 
 
Table 2.2 The contingency table structure 
 MSG class: Snow MSG class: No snow 
Reference class: Snow Hits Misses 
Reference class: No snow False alarms Correct negatives 
 
The total sum of the compared grid points will be the sum of the hits, the misses, the false alarms and 
the correct negatives. An example of a table is presented in table 2.3. 
 
Table 2.3 A made up contingency table (total number of comparisons- MSG grid points- is 1000). 
 MSG class: Snow MSG class: No snow 
Reference class: Snow 477 23 
Reference class: No snow 90 410 
 
More snow classes means that the number of columns and rows in the table will just increase. 
 
2.5.2 Indices 
The indices used for forecast verification could also be used for describing snow cover validation. For 
the validation the following indices are recommended to be considered for use (by Anke Thoss at 
SMHI): 
 
POD- probability of detection 
Describes the fraction of hits among the reference positives (in this case: reference snow). 

misseshits
hitsPOD
+

=  

 
FAR- False alarm ratio 
Describes the fraction of false alarms among the analysed positives (in this case: MSG snow). 

sfalsealarmhits
sfalsealarmFAR

+
=  

These indices are with advantage used together. 
 
HK- Hanssen and Kuipers discriminant 
Describes how well the analysis (MSG) separate the positive from the negative (snow respective no 
snow). This could be used as a analysis quality parameter. 

ativescorrectnegsfalsealarm
sfalsealarm

misseshits
hitsHK

+
−

+
=  
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3 Method 
 
3.1 Pre-processing data 
To make it easier to compare the snow cover information, the daily files from the different sources are 
pre-processed into similar formats and stored as validation data files. 
 
Since the reports from each source are done for the same positions, independent of Julianday, latitude 
and longitude for all the report points will be the same and a LatLong file for each source will be 
created. This position file will correspond to the values files, the pre-processed daily files containing 
the snow cover information. 
 
In their original files each source has their own classification of snow. The classification is translated 
into a common validation classification at the pre-processing. The classification is described in table 
3.1. 
 
Table 3.1. Snow cover classification 
 MSG class NESDIS 

class 
SYNOP 

class 
Validation 

class 
Unprocessed 0   0 
Totally snow covered 1 4 1 1 
Partially snow covered 2  2 2 
No snow/Land 3 2 3 3 
Cloud/Unclassified 4   4 
Sea/Lake (flags) 1  5 
Ice  3  6 
Unsure snow cover   7 7 
No report   8 8 
N/A 9 0  9 
 
From all of the sources, snow is reported if any of the measures during the day has reported snow.  
Unsure snow cover- only for SYNOP- is used by SYNOP stations that have reported only a couple of 
centimetres snow depth. This depth limit is a variable, set in pre-processing of SYNOP values- see 
section 3.1.2. 
 
3.1.1. MSG 
Both snow class and flags are stored in the validation values file, but in this first validation only the 
snow class is used. Flags are just for first check of the reliability of the validation and for refining the 
validation process. 
If sea/lake had been a snow class, it had been easier to compare the sources. At this point when the 
flags cannot be used, sea/lake status (validation class 5) must be checked through the other- 
reference- source. 

3.1.2. SYNOP 
Snow depth data from synoptic observations is stored in the SMHI database. Snow reports from UTC 
00, 06, 12 and 18 exist, but not all stations reports at all hours. Therefore daily snow reports will be 
missing if only using reports from, for example, UTC 06. 
Data from SMHI database is delivered in a text file for every month with records containing date and 
hour, country-ID and station-ID, position of station and snow depth. 
 
The first task, is to decide which synoptic stations to be used for the validation. That means to list all 
the existing synoptic stations within in the geographical validation area, and then sort out the non-
reliable stations. Next, depth is to be translated into snow cover classes. Reported from synoptic 
stations is snow depth, while the parameter to be validated is snow cover. 
 
i ) Extracting reliable SYNOP stations 
For the validation, using snow depth, only manually done observations are considered. That means, 
first of all, a review of all registered synoptic stations is necessary, excluding the automatic stations 
and also all stations outside the validation area (Europe). The useful stations are extracted from an 
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Excel file containing information about all the synoptic stations all over the world. An example of the, 
for the extracting, interesting data can be seen in figure 3.1 that shows a cut from the Excel file. 

 ...        
6 GERMANY 10948 OBERSTDORF 47 24N 10 17E ... AUT+;CLIMAT(C);M/B;SOILTEMP  
6 GERMANY 10961 ZUGSPITZE 47 25N 10 59E ... CLIMAT(C);M;MONT;RADSAMP  

6 GERMANY 10963 
GARMISCH-
PARTENKIRCHEN 47 29N 11 04E ... AUT;RADSAMP;SOILTEMP  

 ...        
Figure 3.1 Cut from Excel file (before extracting process).  
 
Digit 6 is continent code (Europe), digit10 is country code (Germany) and 948, 961, 963 are station 
IDs. Right column is an observation description, for example AUT means that the report originates 
from an automatic measure.  
 
Unreliable, or in another way not wanted, stations are cut out manually, by hand or with help of Excel 
script.  
Note that, for example, if validation is to be done for only Scandinavia, all stations except 
Scandinavian ones could be cut out from the Stations file. That makes the validation files a lot smaller 
and the validation will speed up. 
Finally the station IDs and the corresponding latitude and longitude from the usable stations are saved 
in the synopstations files. 
 
ii ) Classification -to translate snow depth into snow cover classes 
The synoptic snow observation reports that SMHI stores, are snow depth in centimetres, where 0 cm 
means 'snow but not measurable quantity', in reality partly snow covered ground. 
 
With lack of snow, the observation will give no report, and the observation will not be stored in the 
SMHI database. While only stations that reported some kind of snow are stored in the database, all 
stations that have reported nothing would be set to no snow by default. However, this is not 
completely reliable. A report could be missing for other reasons. Therefore the stations that did not 
report anything are put in a separate class, no report, to be specially treated. 
 
The validation file is a daily file, but synoptic observations are done at different hours at different 
stations during the day. The data to be validated, MSG data, is an image composite of daytime 
scenes. The comparison data should then originate from daytime observations. Observation is also 
most common during daytime. If any of the observations UTC06, UTC12 or UTC18 has reported 
something, this will be registered in the SYNOP comparison file. 
 
The most delicate problem is to translate snow depth into snow cover. The synoptic station is a pretty 
local observation, snow depth of three centimetres in an area does not necessary say that the ground 
is snow covered also a small distance away. 
By earlier experience at SMHI (ref. Anke Thoss), the limit for totally/ partly snow covered is set to 6 
centimetres. But more difficult is the limit partly snow covered/ no snow. Therefore a snow class 
unsure snow cover is introduced. The limit unsure snow cover/ partly snow covered must be 
empirically analysed by comparing the results within the classes. Let the limit be a dynamic parameter 
decided from input parameter mindepth. The classification limits are described in Table 3.2 and an 
example of how the classification will be done is presented in table 3.3. 
 
Table 3.2 SYNOP snow cover classification limits 
Snow classes 8- No report No report- default value 
 3- No snow 0 cm 
 7- Unsure snow cover >0 cm AND <mindepth 
 2- Partially snow covered >=mindepth AND <=6 cm 
 1- Totally snow covered >6 cm 
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Table 3.3 A made up SYNOP snow cover classification example: Let Mindepth=3 (centimetres) 
Database report 
UTC06 

Database report 
UTC12 

Database report 
UTC18 

Validation file 
Resulting snow class 

- 7 cm - 1- Totally snow covered 
6 cm - - 2- Partially snow covered 
3 cm - - 2- Partially snow covered 

- 2 cm - 7- Unsure snow cover 
- 1 cm - 7- Unsure snow cover 
- 0 cm - 3- No snow 
- - - 8- No report 

7 cm 5 cm 4 cm 1- Totally snow covered 
0 cm 0 cm 2 cm 7- Unsure snow cover 

 
iii ) Build of the SYNOP validation files  
All stations listed in the synopstations file will be used for constructing positions (a 'grid') for all the 
stations, and a LatLong file as well, as values files are built. All stations get the default snow cover 
value 8- no report. The snow cover classification is then updated from the respective daily file with 
report information from SMHI database. Most of the stations will remain at classification 8- no report. 

3.1.3. NESDIS 
Select validation area 
NESDIS files contain data from the northern 
hemisphere in a 6144x6144 matrix.  
 
Figure 3.2 shows an image of the matrix 
content. The shades represents different 
snow classes as: 

- White- Snow 
- Light grey- Ice 
- Grey- No snow 
- Dark grey- Sea/Lake 
- Black- N/A 

 
The first operation is to cut out the relevant 
data, the validation area. The cut-out area 
can be the same for every daily file, but what 
part should be cut out?  

Figure 3.2 NESDIS values file content 
 
To get rid of unnecessary data, a "Europe matrix" is cut out from the original one. It is of minor 
importance that the validation area is exactly the same as for MSG data, the essential is that the 
NESDIS area includes the MSG validation area, so that every MSG grid point can be found in the 
NESDIS grid.  
But, because of the fact that NESDIS and MSG system uses different projections, the areas will have 
different shapes. To get the correct selection of the NESDIS matrix, the area and the boundary of the 
selection must be studied. 
The simplest way is to first find the minor and major value of both latitude and longitude in MSG matrix 
with attention to both negative and positive values for longitude. 
Next step is to use the NESDIS latitude and longitude files, and find the minimum selection from the 
NESDIS 6144x6144 matrix, where the following boundary conditions are fulfilled: 
 Latitude 

- NESDIS minor value < MSG selection minor value 
- NESDIS major value > MSG selection major value 

and (logical AND) 
 Longitude 

- NESDIS minor value < MSG selection minor value 
- NESDIS major value > MSG selection major value 
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It is not critical that the absolute minimal 
selection is used, the NESDIS matrix to be used 
for the validation is chosen of size 1000x1000 
(2.6% of the original size). 
The new selection of the values file, 
representing Europe, is imaged in figure 3.3.  
 
Of course, the corresponding latitude matrix and 
longitude matrix are as well cut out from their 
original files and put into a LatLong file. 

Figure 3.3 Selected NESDIS area 
 

3.2 Validation 
The validation is divided in two steps. First, join the two comparison files with respect to report 
position. Second, set up a contingency table to compare the values (snow classes) and also 
determine some quality indices. The indices are mainly used in MSG/NESDIS validation. 
 
i ) Join the comparison files  
The principle is described in figure 3.4. The first step of the validation is to connect the MSG grid 
points to the respective nearest reference (SYNOP or NESDIS) points. The MSG value corresponding 
to a certain MSG position (x1, y1) is to be connected to the reference value corresponding to the 
reference position (x2, y2), to get the geographical distance between the positions minimized. The 
simplest, but sure not fastest, way to do this is to compare every position in the first file to every 
position in the second file. The disadvantage with this method is that it requires lots of computer 
capacity due to the big files. 
 
When the nearest reference point to the validated grid point is found, a simple check is done that the 
distance between them does not exceed a maximum distance, in this case the comparison would not 
be relevant. The maximum distance is stated as parameter.  
 
Both the MSG data and the reference data is then stored in the same record, and all records are 
eventually stored in a file. The file is re-used for every validation with identical LatLong files. 
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Figure 3.4 Building of comparison files 

 
 
ii ) Contingence table and indices 
The snow classification differences between MSG data and reference data will be presented in a 
contingence table. This table presents the sum of the comparison points different snow classifications, 
for both MSG and the reference source, for a manual evaluation. The indices are calculated from the 
amount of comparisons in the contingence table positions. 

3.3 Comments 
Position format 
There is not a common standard how to describe the position (in latitude and longitude), and this must 
be taken into consideration. 
Sometimes latitude and longitude is declared as degrees and minutes, sometimes as decimal 
degrees. Sometimes they are declared with northern or southern latitude and eastern or western 
longitude, and sometimes with positive or negative degrees. 
 
This is a small problem and quite easy to solve, but nevertheless it is important to take notice of the 
position format and convert it if needed. For this validation system decimal and positive or negative 
degrees are used. 
 
Simplification of joining the comparison files 
The MSG and NESDIS geographical area projection do not correspond. In this validation, the nearest 
reference position for every point is searched for. But, for a more thorough validation, a projection 
transformation of every validation file has been to prefer. Especially for MSG/NESDIS validation it is 
easier to just project the snow cover values from both sources onto the same geographical grid, for 
example a 1000x1000 matrix, and just compare the two matrixes. 
The validation process would then speed up, but the pre-processing part will slow down due to the re-
projection. 
 
Generally, more programming resources could do the joining of the comparison files a lot more 
effective, using for example kinds of database methods like sorting the fields and records. 
 
Programming 
For more about the programming methods, see Appendix C and D. 

 

MSG Values file 
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4 Results 
The validation is done for four daily files, all in March, named as julianday 061(1-3-2004), 063(3-3-
2004),  075(15-3-2004), and 091(31-3-2004). These days are chosen from satellite images that show 
relative clear sky over the Alps and Scandinavia, areas that are likely to contain snow cover. 
 
Maxdistance 
In the following examples of the validation test, maxdistance is set to 10 km. That means that if a 
reference grid point is not found within this distance, the comparison (here SYNOP/NESDIS) grid point 
will be rejected and not included in the contingency table. 
Too short distance than has empirically shown that too many grid points are rejected due to low 
resolution of NESDIS. SYNOP are even sparse, and most of the comparisons in the daily file will be 
rejected. Despite this fact, 10 km is used also for SYNOP to get a good representation of the quality of 
SYNOP source as reference versus NESDIS as reference. 
A longer distance than 10 km will lower the reliability of the comparison. Within 10 km the snow cover 
can change o lot. 
 
Mindepth 
The parameter mindepth is set to 3 centimetres, partly snow cover is then 3-6 centimetres and unsure 
snow cover is 1-2 centimetre. These limits have been empirically shown to give the best result during 
this test validation. 
 
4.1. SYNOP/NESDIS 
The first test is a validation test done before the MSG data is available. The test is to verify SYNOP to 
reference NESDIS, and the result is expected to be good because the sources should be reliable. This 
test is therefore a good test of the method and the quality of the pre-processing. 
 
Table 4.1 Validation test, SYNOP/NESDIS. 
Synopnesdis: Julianday063, maxdistance=10km, mindepth=3 
 
         Synop:  -snow -part.snow -unsure  -no.report  -nosnow  Total 
nesdis-snow:      243       36       16       386         22     703 
nesdis-part.snow:   0        0        0         0          0       0 
nesdis-nosnow:     24       10       10       439         23     506 
Total:            267       46       26       825         45    1209 
Synopnesdis: Julianday091, maxdistance=10km, mindepth=3 
 
         Synop:  -snow -part.snow -unsure  -no.report  -nosnow  Total 
nesdis-snow:       59        3        3       168          3     236 
nesdis-part.snow:   0        0        0         0          0       0 
nesdis-nosnow:     32        6        2       917         16     973 
Total:             91        9        5      1085         19    1209 
 
An example of the validation test of two daily files is presented in table 4.1. The total number of 
SYNOP stations is 1209. The biggest numbers of comparisons is in both cases the SYNOP column no 
report. This means that most of the SYNOP stations have not reported anything at all, and this in turn 
implies that these stations have got no snow or that the report is missing.  
 
When looking at the SYNOP partially snow and unsure snow classified, most of them were in NESDIS 
as snow classified for julianday 063. This implies, although most uncertain, that the snow limits can be 
lowered. But, on the other side, of the SYNOP classified no snow, almost half of them were in NESDIS 
classified as snow. When looking at the partially snow and unsure snow for julianday 091, the situation 
is slightly the opposite. 
However, the amount of comparisons are far too low to make any definite conclusions. The test for 
julianday 091 seems to look better when studying the distribution over the snow classes, but this day 
has also more no reports and is therefore not as reliable. 
 
4.2. MSG/SYNOP 
The results of MSG snow cover analysis validation, with SYNOP as reference source, needs some 
comments. First, while SYNOP observations are very sparse, one single observation is to be used as 
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reference for several MSG grid points. One poor SYNOP value will therefore have affects on several 
comparisons. The validation is very error sensitive. Second, to a lot of MSG grid points there are no 
reference observations found within the maxdistance of 10 km. Lots of grid points to be validated must 
be thrown away. 
Two examples from the performed validation follow in table 4.2. The validation is done for the same 
daily files as SYNOP/NESDIS validation above. 
 
Table 4.2 Validation example, MSG/SYNOP. 
MSGSynop: Julianday063, maxdistance=10km, mindepth=3 
 
         Synop: -snow  -part.snow -unsure -no.report  -nosnow  Total 
MSG-snow:         73        10         3        89         0     175 
MSG-part.snow:    28         5         4        68         1     106 
MSG-nosnow:      109        16        11       846        30    1012 
Total:           210        31        18      1003        31    1293 
MSGSynop: Julianday091, maxdistance=10km, mindepth=3 
 
         Synop: -snow  -part.snow -unsure -no.report  -nosnow  Total 
MSG-snow:         15         1         0        46         0      62 
MSG-part.snow:    21         0         1        47         0      69 
MSG-nosnow:       53         7         4      1452        21    1537 
Total:            89         8         5      1545        21    1668 
 
The total number of SYNOP stations is still 1209. Some of these are obviously used several times as 
the total number of comparisons exceeds 1209. 
 
The biggest numbers of comparisons are in the SYNOP column no report, and cannot be used. 
In both examples the SYNOP partially snow and the unsure snow were mostly classified as no snow 
by MSG analysis. Most of the MSG grid points classified as no snow, are by SYNOP classified as 
snow. Supposing that MSG snow cover product has done the true classification, the limit mindepth 
seems now really too high. But, still the amount of comparisons is too low to make any absolute sure 
conclusions. Almost all MSG no snow classified grid points have a SYNOP reference point that has 
sent no report. The comparisons could represent stations that actually have no snow, but this is 
unknown. 
 
4.3. MSG/NESDIS 
The NESDIS source as reference affords a more complete validation as a result of the big resolution. 
However, the classification is not as descriptive, since there are only two classes- snow and land- to 
describe snow cover on land. The contingency table also presents the analogous snow classes ice 
and (open) sea to illustrate the quality of separation of land and sea. 
 
Table 4.3 Validation example, MSG/NESDIS. 
MSGnesdis: Julianday063, maxdistance=10km, mindepth=3 
 
      MSG:       -snow       -partially snow       -nosnow 
              land    sea      land    sea       land     sea     Total 
nesdis-snow: 15752      0     48641      0      29211       0     93604 
nesdis-land:  1352      0     11624      0     161274       0    174250 
nesdis-ice:      0   1019         0   4793          0    1733      7545 
nesdis-sea:      0    500         0   2938          0  167565    171003 
Total:       17104   1519     60265   7731     190485  169298    446402 
POD=0.168 (1.00) (probability of detection) 
FAR=0.079 (0.00) (false alarm ratio) 
HK=0.160  (1.00) (separation ability) 
MSGnesdis: Julianday091, maxdistance=10km, mindepth=3 
 
      MSG:       -snow       -partially snow       -nosnow 
              land    sea      land    sea       land     sea     Total 
nesdis-snow:  3038      0     16605      0      16292       0     35935 
nesdis-land:   584      0      5156      0     252232       0    257972 
nesdis-ice:      0   1571         0   3694          0     985      6250 
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nesdis-sea:      0    308         0    914          0  182496    183718 
Total:        3622   1879     21761   4608     268524  183481    483875 
POD=0.084 (1.00) (probability of detection) 
FAR=0.161 (0.00) (false alarm ratio) 
HK=0.082  (1.00) (separation ability) 
 
The total amount of comparisons in the validation examples in table 4.3 is about 20 percent of the 
theoretically possible 1019x2200=2241800. The rejected comparisons can depend on a large amount 
of unclassified MSG grid points, or low quality due to cloudiness. 
 
If the distribution of land area snow classes is studied, the MSG analysis seems to do quite well 
regarding the false alarm ratio. The MSG snow classified grid points are classified as snow also from 
NESDIS in 92 and 84 percent respectively. 
 
Considering NESDIS as the true snow cover, the MSG snow detection is very weak. Most of the 
snow-covered points are classified as partly snow covered or as no snow. The POD index is therefore 
very low in both cases; it should be close to 1.00. However, the index is only based on MSG-snow, but 
also MSG partly snow cover may be defined as snow by NESDIS. 
A test with MSG snow and partially snow covered in the same snow class improves the result a bit, as 
shown in table 4.4, but the false alarm ratio (FAR) will then deteriorate. 
 
Table 4.4 Validation example, MSG/NESDIS with only two snow classes. 
MSGnesdis: Julianday091, maxdistance=10km, mindepth=3 
 
      MSG:    -snow/partially snow       -nosnow         Total 
nesdis-snow:      19643                   16292          35935 
nesdis-land:       5740                  252232         257972 
Total:            25383                  268524         483875 
POD=0.547 (1.00) (probability of detection) 
FAR=0.226 (0.00) (false alarm ratio) 
HK=0.520  (1.00) (separation ability) 
 
This is only a statistical result, and does not tell anything about whether the classification differences 
originate from the analysis of the SMHI snow cover product or from the validation method. To get a 
clue about this, a couple of images of the snow cover from MSG and NESDIS sources have been 
sketched and compared. This gives a signal of where the problem is, if the errors are concentrated to 
a certain area- like a certain height or terrain- or if this is a spread out problem. 
 
An example from another daily file (julianday 061) is shown in figure 4.1, presented as an image to 
illustrate the snow cover in every grid point. The left image illustrates the classification of NESDIS, the 
right classification of MSG. 
Parts covered by cloud, as the Swedish southern area Skåne, is hard to classify in satellite images 
and gets its own classification- cloud.
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Colour Classification Example area 
White Snow Alps 
Very light grey Partially snow covered (MSG only) Alps 
Light grey  Ice Sea of Bottnia 
Grey No snow / land Spain 
Dark grey No ice / sea or lake Biscaya 
Black Unclassified / Cloud (MSG only) Slovenia 

Figure 4.1. The snow classification of julianday 061, NESDIS (left) and MSG (right). 
 
There are big classification differences between the images due to cloudiness, but there are also big 
classification differences for example in Scandinavia, Hungary, Italy and northwestern Germany. 
Figure 4.2 shows a difference map, illustrating the differences between the NESDIS and MSG 
classification. 
 

  
Colour Classification NESDIS Classification MSG Example area 
White Snow Snow or partially snow covered Alps 
Blue No snow / land Snow or partially snow covered Italy 
Yellow Snow No snow / land Scandinavia 

Figure 4.2 The classification differences of julianday 061. 
 
Note from figure 4.1 that NESDIS' and MSGs' different projections may fool the observer, and 
conclusions must be very carefully drawn. 
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But, generally, hilly areas and coastal areas often seem to be falsely classified as snow by MSG 
(blue). The coastal areas are relatively warm, especially along the Gulf Stream at the coast of 
Scotland and northern Norway.  
 
The snowy areas that the MSG snow cover product detects as no snow (yellow), could maybe be 
explained by forests (Scandinavia, Bayern and Thüringerwald) or plains (Hungary). These are also 
areas where the ground is relatively cold in early spring. An interesting example is the Hungarian area 
just north from lake Balaton where MSG missed snow cover, and the area towards the west near 
Austria where MSG reported falsely snow. 
 
To make any further conclusions, the type of cloud over light cloudiness areas might be of interest.  
Satellite images from UTC 10.28 the present day, shows in figure 4.3 the cloud cover over Europe. 

 
Figure 4.3 NOAA satellite images (julianday 061 UTC10.28), VIS channel (1) to the left and IR channel 
(3) to the right. 
 
The VIS image presents all types of cloud, while an IR image is best for distinguish the relatively warm 
clouds. The difference between these channels is the high altitude ice clouds. Two examples of cloud 
disappearing when only using the IR channel are cirrus over northern Germany and convective 
clouds, over Venice area (plain land) and southern Italy. At both of these areas MSG detects snow but 
NESDIS do not. The NESDIS source is not fully dependent of cloud cover, but the MSG source is. 
Most obvious is the false snow detection in areas of convective clouds. 
The satellite images, however, only represents one point in time, whereas the daily composite file from 
MSG snow product considers all cloud free scenes during day time. Complementary satellite images 
have nevertheless showed that the analyzed convective clouds did principally remain in the same area 
during the rest of the day. 
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The missed snow area of Hungary is located eastward from a front zone and will probably get 
precipitation later in the afternoon or evening when the MSG satellite do not produce any scenes, and 
this may explain why MSG did not report snow but NESDIS did. 
 
The contingence table for daily file 061 has a similar distribution as the other daily files as shown in 
table 4.5. 
 
Table 4.5 Validation example, MSG/NESDIS for julianday 061. 
MSGnesdis: Julianday061, maxdistance=10km, mindepth=3 
 
      MSG:       -snow       -partially snow       -nosnow 
              land    sea      land    sea       land     sea     Total 
nesdis-snow: 12757     0     30925      0      27499       0     71181 
nesdis-land:  2245      0      9052      0     162072       0    173369 
nesdis-ice:      0   1237         0   2814          0    1690      5741 
nesdis-sea:      0    440         0   2359          0  163872    166671 
Total:       15002   1677     39977   5173     189571  165562    416962 
POD=0.179 (1.00) (probability of detection) 
FAR=0.150 (0.00) (false alarm ratio) 
HK=0.166  (1.00) (separation ability) 
 

5 Conclusions and discussion 
5.1 Conclusions in general 
The biggest deal is to prepare the validation data to be comparable. This part also has big effects on 
the results, at least at MSG/SYNOP comparison. 
The first tests where done with only snow, partly snow, and no snow SYNOP classes. The results 
through the contingence table method where quite bad, and showed that the data needed to be 
handled more careful. After introducing more SYNOP snow classes the result was improved, but still 
the amount of useful observations is too low to make any sure conclusions whether the differences 
depends on the validation method or inaccuracy from one of the validation sources. 
 
After separating land results from sea/lake results for MSG/NESDIS validation, the contingence table 
showed a tendency of a better result, but the snow cover product detects snow poorly. 
 
The quality indices have been used restrictedly in these early tests. Due to all the uncertain classes, 
the indices do not provide perfect information. 
 
The most difficult problem to set about, is to determine whether the classification differences originate 
from the SMHI snow cover product analysis, the reference source or from the validation method. 
 
However, it has to be mentioned that the snow cover product was still under development while this 
validation work was performed, and later versions might verify the validation method better. 
 
5.1.1 Image comparison (MSG/NESDIS) 
A difference map has been used to illustrate the snow cover differences in every point and this has 
shown the following possibilities: 
 

 Warm, or coastal, areas seem to generate false snow detection from MSG snow cover product. 
 In convective clouds areas, MSG snow cover product generates false snow detection. 
 Forests seem to affect the MSG snow cover product to not detect snow cover. 

 
These conclusions involve that the differences might depend on the validated snow cover product, and 
if this is approved as likely, the validation method can then be considered as reliable. 
 
However, the Hungarian area needs further research. A first step should be a check if the next daily 
file (062) reports snow for the area. In that case the missed snow depends on a timing problem. The 
snow probably fell after sunset and was not caught by the MSG imager.  
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The next step should be to consider the possible presence of frost. In areas where the ground is 
relatively cold, MSG snow cover product fails to detect the snow. Is the cold ground a parameter for 
the snow detection? 
 
5.2 Possible sources of errors 
Unsure reports or poor classification 
The validation of SYNOP to NESDIS gave a bad result. Most likely this depends on the SYNOP 
classification limits and the lack of NESDIS classification partially snow covered. The SYNOP limit 
mindepth, and the upper limit of partially snow at 6cm, are determined from the very early done 
validation tests. These limits may not have been optimally chosen; they are a sequence of how snow 
cover is defined. Depending on the validation result from all daily files, the snow cover definitions and 
the limits may be changed. 
There can also still exist unreliable SYNOP stations used for the validation. 
 
Sparse comparisons  
As a consequence of lack of manually operated weather stations, SYNOP supplies very few reference 
points. Even worse, a considerable number of these weather stations do not report snow at all during 
the whole day. Even if they- according to station specifications- are in duty to report snow. 
 
The SYNOP stations that have sent a report are very sparse, and will be used as reference points in 
comparisons with several nearby MSG grid points. This makes the system vulnerable, a bad SYNOP 
report will affect several comparisons. 
 
Coastal SYNOP stations 
Near the coast, the snow cover is relatively low due to the warmer water. Coastal SYNOP stations are 
quite frequent. Because of the sparse distribution of SYNOP stations in general, a coastal station will 
often be used as a reference point in comparisons with several MSG grid points located some 
distance from the coast. 
 
Total amount of comparisons low 
When using the SYNOP source as reference in the validation, the total amount of comparisons are 
definitely too low to be statically secured for a small number of scenes. 
When it comes to reference source NESDIS, an unexpected amount of comparisons are rejected, only 
about 20 percent of the grid points are used in the validation though the day is quite clear. (Presented 
in the contingency table for julianday 063 and 091). Apart from the inexplicable act of rejecting this big 
amount, it makes the result less reliable. If the rejected comparisons are well spread it does not 
matter- the remaining amount are statically sufficient. But it could probably be the same areas in every 
file, and it can then have effects on the validation result.   
 
5.3 The validation method 
Out from this, the conclusion is that the validation method is reliable for NESDIS reference source. But 
to get the SYNOP source a good reference there is some work to be done. SYNOP also provide less 
reference data. 
 
5.4 Recommendations for further validation 
For the resumed completion of the validation, some conclusions can be drawn. 

 The SYNOP data is hard to pre-process. It requires more work to get it usable. It is not 
recommended to use for further validations. If necessary, the parameter mindepth and the limit 
for partially snow cover must be looked over.  

 The NESDIS data should be reliable; at least it is the best that exists. This is recommended to be 
used for further validations. 

 The MSG classification should be checked up, why are 80 percent of the comparisons rejected? 
Is this correct and reasonable? 

 As many daily files as possible should be included in the validation to get a good statistical result. 
 The cloudy days may provide too little usable data for a reliable result. 
 Forrest, terrain and cloudiness influence should be analysed. 
 For further validation, it makes sense to take more notice to the flags as a quality indicator of the 

validation result. 

The validation is completed by SMHI during the winter of 2005.
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Appendix A - Documenation Land SAF Snow Cover Product  
 

1 Algorithm Identification 
 
Product 
• Snow Cover (SC) 

 
Developers 
 
Responsible: Johan Jansson, Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), 

Sweden. 
 

Introduction 
 
The presence of a snow cover exert a specific and strong influence on the energy and water 
budgets of the lower atmosphere. By this reason, large-scale automated snow cover mapping 
from satellite images is very usefull. Snow cover maps can be used as input for numerical 
weather prediction (NWP) models. Accurate snow cover is also important for hydrological 
forecasting of river runoff during melting season. Also, for remote sensing of other surface 
parameters, information on whether the surface is snow covered or not is important. 
 
The measured radiances at visible (VIS), near infrared (NIR) and infrared  (IR) window 
wavelengths, as produced by the SEVIRI and AVHRR sensors, are determined by the spectral 
characteristics (e.g., reflectances, emittances, transmittances, temperatures) of land/ocean 
surfaces and clouds. The snow radiance differ from cloud and snow free land radiances in a 
characteristic way in the VIS/NIR region.  
 
To separate snow covered and snow free land, a threshold-based algorithm combining top of 
the atmosphere radiance from different sensor bands can be used. Such algorithms constitute a 
well-tested technique, which is straightforward with limited requirements on computer 
resources. The threshold test algorithm used here is the SAFNWC Cloud Mask scheme which 
provides a classification of each satellite ground pixel into cloudy, clear or snow/ice. A 
detailed description of the polar NOAA/EPS satellite AVHRR scheme is given in [1] and for 
the geostationary METEOSAT SEVIRI scheme in [2]. The thresholding concept is based on 
the following classical assumption: Satellite cells containing snow or contaminated by snow 
can be identified by comparing the measured radiance to the radiance, which would have been 
measured in snow-free but otherwise similar conditions. Any deviation from this radiance 
would indicate the presence of snow. 
 
The thresholding scheme returns a classification at surface pixel resolution containing 
snow/no snow for each satellite scene. This is then integrated into coarser resolution surface 
cells for each scene. The last step is to produce a daily integrated image using all availabe 
scenes from the last 24-hours. 
 



The resulting snow cover map(s) contains a classification of each surface pixel or resolution 
cell into one (and only one) of the following classes: 
 
• totally snow covered 
• partially snow covered (for upscaled snow cover only) 
• no snow 
• unclassified  
• non-processed 
 
An addition set of quality/processing flags for each pixel indicates the certainty of the 
classification and integration and also gives information on the processing. 
 

Algorithm Overview 
The threshold-test concept 
 
The algorithm to classify the top of the atmosphere (TOA) radiances from the satellite imager 
is the SAFNWC Cloud Mask scheme (see [1] and [2] for full details). The principle is to 
utilise a set of dynamical thresholds. The TOA radiance for several of the imagers channels is 
is used to determine if the pixel is snow covered or not. The primary channels used are the 
0.6μm and 1.6μm. This means that if the measured TOA 1.6μm radiance is less than the 
1.6μm threshold and the 0.6μm reflectance is larger than the 0.6μm, then the pixel may be 
classed as snow covered. Other tests check for cloudiness, otherwise the pixel is determined 
to be snow free. 
 
The use of the 1.6μm channel available from the AVHRR/3 instrument for accurate threshold-
test based classification of snow/clouds/clear pixels was thoroughly examined by Hyvarinen 
et.al in [3] studying the separation of snow covered surfaces from water clouds, cirrus clouds, 
sunglint, water and land surfaces. A set of 1317 manually determined training targets over 
Europe during spring 1999 was used. Results showed that using the 0.6μm and 1.6μm channel 
it is possible to accurately separate snow from water clouds and clear surfaces. Thin cirrus 
clouds have similar reflectance for these channels but using an infrared channel in conjunction 
with a forcasted surface temperature solves this problem. These results were incorporated into 
the SAFNWC cloud mask scheme (see [1]) providing an accurate snow classification for the 
Land SAF Snow Cover algorithm. 
 
Thresholding tests provides information in a binary way. Either the measured radiances are 
within the threshold limits for a snow covered surface or they are not. Fluctuations in 
atmospheric or surface properties that are not included in the derived threshold values means 
that the classification is uncertain if the radiance is close to a threshold. If any measured 
radiance is “close” to a threshold, the pixel is flaged as “low quality”, which means that there 
is a higher risk that the classification is erronous.  
 
The threshold-test schemes differ slightly for different conditions. Different schemes are 
designed for different situations: land, coast (sea/lake), high terrain, twilight and risk for 
sunglint.  
 
Threshold-tests are applied to all pixels within the satellite scene provided they have sufficient 
illumimation and are not obscured by clouds in a pixel-by-pixel basis. This produces a full 



resolution snow cover map with binary information on the state of each pixel (snow/no snow) 
that was tested.  
 
The Land SAF Snow Cover prototype algorithm uses AVHRR data remapped on a 1x1 km 
polar stereographic grid which is the same grid as the SMHI SAFNWC cloud mask/cloud 
type. The use of geostationary SEVIRI data for classification of surface pixels in the MF-
CMS SEVIRI SAFNWC scheme compared to the SMHI AVHRR SAFNWC scheme for 
northern latitudes were studied at SMHI by Dybbroe in [4]. 
 
 
Spatial upscaling 
 
For each full resolution snow cover map, a scaling algorithm is used to produce a snow cover 
map with resolution cells of a larger scale. For the prototype algorithm, the upscaled 
resolution cells are 5x5 full resolution satellite pixels, i.e., for the prototype using remapped 
AVHRR data: 5x5km. 
 
The design of the upscaling algorithm is simplistic: if all classified pixels within the 
resolution cell is classfied as snow covered, the resolution cell is classed as totally covered. 
For a resolution cell with only snow free classified pixels, the class is snow free. A mixed 
snow and snow free resolution cell is classed as partially snow covered. 
 
Upscaling is done for two reasons: to account for possible poor geolocation and to reduce the 
chance of incorrect classification of a snow covered surface as snow free. Accurate 
geolocation of satellite ground pixels is very important near coasts, lakes or mountains. If the 
algorithm uses the land-thresholding scheme for a pixel that is actually at sea or on a 
mountain, the results will probably be incorrect. For MSG, the geolocation is not forseen to be 
poor. For polar satellites the problem of geolocation is harder. Uncorrected NOAA AVHRR 
images may be off by up to 10 or more pixels. Automatic navigation adjustment using known 
locations of coastlines or other features greatly improves the geolocation. For very cloudy 
scenes this is not possible. See [5], [6] and [7] for details on geolocation and automatic 
navigation correction. In [5], Dybbroe et.al. investigates the difference between uncorrected 
standard geolocation and automatically corrected AVHRR images at high latitudes. Results 
indicate that when satellite scenes or very cloudy (e.g. during the winter season in northern 
latitudes), automatic correction of geolocation is not possible. 
 
For a 5x5 pixel resolution cell, it is probable that at least one pixel is missclassified as snow 
free when it is in fact snow covered (due to surface, atmospheric or viewing conditions). This 
means that the 5x5 resolution cell will indicate partial snow when it perhaps should have been 
totally snow covered. 
 
 
Daily composite snow cover 
 
The last step in the Snow Cover algorithm is to produce a 24-hour composite snow cover map 
using all available upscaled single scene snow cover maps. This reduces the effect of clouds 
obscuring the surface and further reduces the risk of misclassification. 
 



Theoretical description of the Snow Cover algorithm 
 
The Snow Cover prototype algorithm performes the following tasks: calculation of thresholds 
from look-up tables, threshold tests, upscaling from full resolution to 5x5 km resolution and 
last temporal integration of the last 24 hour satellite scenes. See figure 1 for a breakdown of 
the algorithm processing structure. The implementation of the algorithm consists of two units: 
unit 1 and unit 2. The first unit handles the threshold testing and upscaling for each satellite 
scene. This produces a full resolution and upscaled snow cover map each 15 minutes (MSG 
SEVIRI) or for each satellite pass (NOAA/EPS AVHRR). The second unit produces a daily 
composite snow cover map by temporal integration of all available upscaled snow cover maps 
from the last 24-hour period. Unit 2 is executed daily at a fixed time in the afternoon. 
 
 

Output data:
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resolution

Prepare thresholds
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Perform upscaling to
5x5 km resolutionOutput data:

Snow Cover at 5x5 km
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Cloud Mask
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SEVIRI/
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Static thresholds Threshold tables
(from RTM) Quality margins

Apply threshold tests

UNIT 1

UNIT 2

 
Figure 1. Flowchart of the Land SAF Snow Cover algorithm. 
 
Thresholds 
See [1] for a full description of the thresholding-test scheme: derivation of thresholds, 
combination of tests and different test schemes as well as test-margins for quality flags. In the 
prototype Snow Cover algorithm, calculation of thresholds and thresholding tests are 



implemented within the Snow Cover algorithm for use when the SAFNWC cloud mask is not 
available. For use of SEVIRI data, the MF-CMS SAFNWC MSG SEVIRI scheme described 
in [2] may be used to determine snow or no snow surface pixels. 
 
Spatial upscaling 
The prototype algorithm uses NOAA AVHRR data remapped to a 1x1 km resolution and 
integrates 5x5 surface pixels into a 25-pixel, 5x5 km resolution cell. The  size of the upscaled 
resolution cell may be changed to any whole-pixel, quadratic size (e.g 3x3). For each 
resolution cell the following snow cover class is assigned according to the content: 
 
• Non-processed if all of the pixels were non-processed. 
• Unclassed if all of the pixels were unclassed or non-processed (and at least one was 

unclassed). 
• Totally snow covered if  all classed pixels were snow covered, i.e., up to all but one of the 

pixels are allowed to be unclassed or non-processed. 
• Partially snow covered if at least one pixel were snow covered and one snow free, i.e., the 

resolution cell contains both snow and no snow pixels and perhaps some unclassed or 
non-processed pixels. 

• No snow if all classed pixels were snow free, i.e., up to all but one of the pixels are 
allowed to be unclassed or non-processed. 

 
For the quality flags, the following rules apply: 
 
• A totally snow covered or snow free resolution cell is flagged poor quality if all pixels 

were flagged as poor quality, i.e., the resultion cell is not poor quality if at least one pixel 
was classed with good confidence. 

• A partially snow covered resultion cell uses two flags to indicate the precence of any 
classifications of good confidence. It is flagged poor-quality-no snow if all no snow pixels 
were flagged as poor quality. The partial-sure-snow flag is set if at least one pixel was 
classed with good confidence as snow covered. 

 
• The cloud contamination flag is set if the resolution cell contained any unclassed pixels. 
 
• The land flag is set if all of the classed pixels used the land classification scheme. 
• The coast flag is set if any of the classed pixels used the coastal zone classification 

scheme. 
• The night flag is set if all of the pixels were under night-time illumination conditions. 
• The twilight flag is set if any of the classed pixels used the twilight classification scheme. 
• The sunglint flag is set if any of the classed pixels were classed under risk for sunglint. 
• The high-terrain flag is set if any of the classed pixels used the high-terrain classification 

scheme. 
• The forest flag is set if the land-use database indicated the presence of forest for any of the 

classed pixels. 
• The sea/lake-flag is set if the land/sea mask indicated sea/lake for any of the pixels. 
• The inversion flag is set if any of the classed pixels were classed using the inversion 

classification scheme. 
 



Temporal integration 
The daily composite snow cover map is produced by using all the available 5x5 km snow 
cover maps from the last 24-hour period. Temporal integration is performed daily on a fixed 
time in the afternoon. The following rules are used on each resolution cell, looking at all 
classifications for that specific cell for the last 24 hours.  
 
The resolution cell is classified as... 
• Non-processed if all classification were non-processed. 
• Unclassed if all classifications were unclassed or non-processed (and at least one was 

unclassed). 
• Totally snow covered and flagged as high-quality if all classifications were totally snow 

covered. This only applies if there exists more than one satellite scene for the integration 
period. 

• Totally snow covered if at least one classification was totally snow covered and no 
classification was snow free made with good confidence. 

• Totally snow covered and flagged as very low quality if an equal or larger number of 
confident snow cover classification were made than confident no snow classifications. 

• No snow and flagged as high-quality if all classifications were no snow. This only applies 
if there exists more than one satellite scene for the integration period. 

• No snow if at least one classification was snow free and no classification indicated the 
presence of snow with high confidence. 

• Partially snow covered and flagged as high-quality if all classification were partially 
covered. 

• Partially snow covered if any classification was partially snow covered and no 
classification indicated totally snow covered or no snow with high confidence. 

 



Quality of retrieval 
The snow cover algorithm produces a set of 15 quality/processing flags for each pixel or 
resolution cell. Table 1 contains a list of the flags and a brief explanation. The use of the 
“poor-quality”, “high-quality” and “very low quality” flags were explained in the previous 
section. The explanation given is primarily valid for the full resolution, single satellite scene 
snow cover map. 
 
bit name q p explanation 
0 Land  x If set, indicates that the pixel was considered to be over land 

according to the land/sea mask. Only used for pixels that are not 
unclassed. 

1 Coast  x If set, indicates that the coastal zone threshold scheme was used. 
2 Night  x If set, indicates that the illumination conditions were insufficient 

for classification. 
3 Twilight  x If set, indicates that the twilight threshold scheme was used. 
4 Sunglint  x If set, indicates that there was a risk for sunglint for the pixel. 
5 High-terrain  x If set, indicates that the high-terrain threshold scheme was used. 
6 Obscured by clouds  x If set, indicates that the pixel was unclassed due to clouds 

obscuring the ground. 
7 High quality q  If set, indicates that the temporal integration were consistent and 

of high quality. Only used for 24-hour composite snow cover. 
8 Poor quality q  If set, indicates that threshold tests were done with poor 

confidence. Results should be interpreted with caution. For 
partially snow covered upscaled resolution cells, this flag 
indicates that all no snow pixels were classified with poor 
confidence. 

9 Very low quality q  If set, indicates that the temporal integration showed 
inconsistencies. Results should be interpreted with great caution. 
Only used for 24-hour composite snow cover. 

10 Partial: sure snow q  If set, indicates that the partially snow covered resolution cell 
contains at least one snow covered pixel classified with high 
confidence. Only used for upscaled, single scene snow cover 
maps and only for partially snow covered pixels. 

11 Forest  x If set, indicates that classification was done for a surface that is 
fully or partially covered by forest-like vegetation according to 
the land-use database. 

12 Lake  x If set, indicates that the land/sea mask indicated sea/lake. 
13 Inversion  x If set, indicates that the inversion threshold scheme was used. 
14 Cloud contaminated q  If set, indicates that part of the resolution cell was cloud 

contaminated. Results should be interpreted with caution since 
part of the resolution cell was not classified due to this. 

Table 1. Snow Cover quality/processing flags. Column 1 gives the bit-number for the flag, 
column 2 the name of the flag, column 3 and 4 indicates if the flag is considered a quality flag 
or a processing flag: q-quality flag, p-processing flag, column 5 gives a brief explanation of 
the flag. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Output Product 
 

Product Name:   Snow Cover 

Product Code:   SC 

Product Level:   Level 3 

Description of Product:  Snow cover classification map 

 

Product Parameters: 

 Coverage:   Europe 

 Packaging:   Europe     

 Units:    Not applicable 

 Range:    Integer classification 

 Sampling:   pixel by pixel and 5 x 5 pixel basis 

 Resolution:   Snow/partial or no snow integer classification 

  Spatial:    MSG full resolution and 5x5 pixel composite 

 Temporal:   Each satellite scene and 24h-composite 

 Format:   Integer [0,4] 

 Appended Data:  Quality control information (16 bits short) 
 
 Frequency of generation:  every 15 min and every 24h 

 Size of Product:  4.2Mb for the 1024x1024 testdata area 

Additional Information: 

 Identification of bands used in algorithm: 

     MSG VIS 0.6μm or AVHRR channel 1 

     MSG NIR 1.6μm or AVHRR channel 3a 

     MSG IR10.8μm or AVHRR channel 4 

     MSG IR12.0μm or AVHRR channel 5 

 Assumptions on SEVIRI input data: 

     Calibrated and geolocated 

 Identification of ancillary and auxiliary data: 

     View and sun zenith angle (from EUMETSAT) 
     NWCSAF Cloud mask 
     Land-sea mask 
     Land use mask 

    Surface temp for cloudy pixels (from ECMWF) 
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Appendix B - Example of NESDIS files content 
 
The following cut from a NESDIS file corresponds to the alpine mountain scenery of Sälen, Sweden.  
The example is from the daily file julianday091. 
 
Cut from the latitude matrix from NOAA NESDIS (9x10 grid points) 
      61.2789      61.2428      61.2068      61.1707      61.1347      61.0986       61.0626      61.0266      60.9905 
      61.2772      61.2411      61.2051      61.1690      61.1330      61.0970       61.0609      61.0249      60.9889 
      61.2755      61.2394      61.2034      61.1673      61.1313      61.0952       61.0592      61.0232      60.9872 
      61.2737      61.2377      61.2016      61.1656      61.1295      61.0935       61.0574      61.0214      60.9854 
      61.2719      61.2358      61.1998      61.1637      61.1277      61.0917       61.0556      61.0196      60.9836 
      61.2700      61.2340      61.1979      61.1619      61.1259      61.0898       61.0538      61.0178      60.9818 
      61.2681      61.2321      61.1960      61.1600      61.1240      61.0879       61.0519      61.0159      60.9799 
      61.2662      61.2301      61.1941      61.1580      61.1220      61.0860       61.0499      61.0139      60.9779 
      61.2641      61.2281      61.1921      61.1560      61.1200      61.0840       61.0480      61.0120      60.9759 
      61.2621      61.2260      61.1900      61.1540      61.1180      61.0819       61.0459      61.0099      60.9739 
 
Corresponding cut from the longitude matrix from NOAA NESDIS (9x10 grid points) 
      12.6264      12.6230      12.6195      12.6161      12.6127      12.6093       12.6059      12.6026      12.5992 
      12.7013      12.6978      12.6943      12.6908      12.6873      12.6838       12.6803      12.6768      12.6734 
      12.7763      12.7726      12.7690      12.7654      12.7618      12.7582       12.7546      12.7511      12.7475 
      12.8512      12.8474      12.8437      12.8400      12.8363      12.8326       12.8290      12.8253      12.8216 
      12.9261      12.9222      12.9184      12.9146      12.9108      12.9071       12.9033      12.8995      12.8958 
      13.0010      12.9970      12.9931      12.9892      12.9853      12.9815       12.9776      12.9737      12.9699 
      13.0758      13.0718      13.0678      13.0638      13.0598      13.0559       13.0519      13.0479      13.0440 
      13.1507      13.1466      13.1425      13.1384      13.1343      13.1302       13.1262      13.1221      13.1181 
      13.2256      13.2214      13.2172      13.2130      13.2088      13.2046       13.2005      13.1963      13.1922 
      13.3004      13.2961      13.2918      13.2875      13.2832      13.2790       13.2747      13.2705      13.2663 
 
Corresponding cut from the values matrix from NOAA NESDIS (9x10 grid points) 
       2       2       2       2       2       2       2       1       1 
       2       2       2       2       2       2       2       2       2 
       2       2       2       2       2       2       2       4       4 
       2       2       2       2       2       4       2       2       4 
       4       4       4       2       4       2       4       4       2 
       2       4       2       4       4       4       2       4       4 
       2       4       4       4       4       4       2       2       4 
       2       2       2       4       4       4       4       2       2 
       2       2       2       2       4       4       4       4       2 
       2       2       2       2       2       4       4       2       2 

1- sea/lake 
2- snow free ground 
3- ice 
4- snow 
 

 

An image of the values matrix, 100x100 grid 
points where the 9x10 cut above is in the 
middle of the image. 
 
Note that the image is enlarged; one grid point 
is represented by 3x3 pixels. 
 
1- sea/lake (black) 
2- snow free ground (dark grey) 
3- ice (light grey) 
4- snow (white) 
 



  
Appendix C - Validation Program Description  
 
Programming and IDL-code 
For the developing the programming environment IDL is used, ideal for presenting data and plotting 
graphics. IDL is commonly used among meteorologists. 
 
All programming is done considering the code should be easy to read and understand. Many of the 
solutions could for sure be more efficient. However, speed is given priority before beautiful solutions. 
The structure of the programs and procedures is sort of object-oriented, although the programming 
language IDL is not built for object-oriented code. The line of thought is to make all procedures 
independent of each other to be able to run every part separately.   
 
The validation process will continue at SMHI during 2004. If needed, the procedures will be easy to 
change or replace with others. Parameters that possibly could be changed in future validations are 
declared as in parameters or at the head of the code. Especially work directories and the format, the 
validation "area", of both MSG data and reference data, are very easy to change. 
 
Three sources are available: MSG, NESDIS and SYNOP. 
The validation files for these sources are produced from the original files in the pre-process. The 
procedures used for the pre-processing can be seen in figure B.1. 
 
Figure B.1 Pre-processing procedures for the sources respectively. 
 Pre-process of LatLong file Pre-process of Data (values) file 
MSG GetMSGLatLong MakeMSGArray 
NESDIS GetNesdisLatLong MakeNesdisArray 
SYNOP GetSynopLatLong MakeSynopArray 
 
The names of the pre-processed files are systematic and figure B.2 illustrates the system. 
 
Figure B.2 Example of pre-processed validation files, Julianday63 
 Filename Datafile (03-03-2004, julianday 063): LatLongfile 
MSG Source MSGValues063.dat MSGLatLong.dat 
SYNOP Source synopValues063.dat synopLatLong.dat 
NESDIS Source nesdisValues063.dat nesdisLatLong.dat 
 
Since the reports from each source are done from the same positions, independent of Julianday, 
Latitude and Longitude for all the report points will be the same and only one LatLongfile for each 
source will be created. 
 
However, if the number of validation items changes there will be inconstancy between Data file and 
LatLong file. The number of positions will disagree, and the LatLong file must be rebuilt. 
Each source has its own directory. To change directory, the declaration for the parameter MSGlib, 
synoplib or nesdislib must be changed in the code in every file. 
 
Pre-processing MSG 
The pre-processing programs are IDL-procedures, GetMSGLatLong produces the LatLong file and 
MakeMSGArray produces the values files. Some input parameters and input files are yet needed and 
described in figures B.3 and B.4. 
 
Figure B.3 Simple descripion of MSG pre-processing procedures 
Procedure name Purpose I/O parameters Call example (IDL) 
GetMSGLatLong Produces the 

LatLong file 
Input: Julianday MakeMSGArray,63 

MakeMSGArray Produces the 
Values files 

- GetMSGLatLong 

Procedure specifications and prints can be found in Appendix C. 
 
 



Figure B.4 Input/output files used/produced by the MSG pre-processing procedures (Julianday063) 
 Original File Validation file Comments 
LatLong file lat_idl_msgn.dat 

lon_idl_msgn.dat 
MSGLatLong.dat Original files are manually copied from directory 

\\winfs\prog\proj\SAF\safland\LAT_LON\ 
Data file SAF_04063 MSGValues063.dat SAF_04xxx-files are manually made copies 

from output SC2-files for each Julianday 
(SC2noflags_HDF5_SnowC2_LSASAF_04063_
MSG-N_everyhour.h5) in directory 
\\winfs\prog\proj\SAF\safland\Validation\ 

(All files stored in ./prog/proj/SAF/ageidne/MSG/) 
 
Flags 
The validation is prepared to handle that fact that the data file will later also include the flags. 
 
Pre-processing SYNOP 
GetSynopLatLong produces the LatLong file, and MakeSynopArray produces the values files, both on 
basis of all synopstations specified in the synopstation files. 
 
The synopstation files are easy IDL-readable .dat-files, manually produced on basis of an Excel file, 
describing all SYNOP stations over the world. The synopstations files, however, should just contain 
data for the stations used for the validation. That is the reliable European stations. 
After sorting the non wanted stations out from the excel file, the column stationID (identification 
numbers including country area) are cut out and paste as ASCII-text in a .dat-file synopstations.dat for 
easy reading from IDL. Analogous are the Latitude column and Longitude column put into files 
synopstationsLat.dat and synopstationsLong.dat 
 
Specific for longitude file, SynopstationsLong.dat, the format must be transformed from W to negative 
degrees and from E to positive degrees, while the IDL-program reads float from indata file. This is not 
the case for latitude file because the latitude always is positive. 
 
Figure B.5 Cut form the content of synopstation files 
synopstations.dat synopstationsLat.dat synopstationsLong.dat

1001 
1010 
1015 
1023 
1025 
1026 

... 
60723 
60725 
60728 
60729 
60732 
60734  

70 56N 
69 18N 
69 36N 
69 04N 
69 41N 
69 39N 

... 
36 44N 
36 29N 
36 28N 
36 26N 
36 08N 
36 04N  

-08 40 
+16 08 
+17 50 
+18 32 
+18 55 
+18 56 

... 
+09 11 
+08 48 
+10 42 
+10 46 
+08 42 
+09 22  

 
MakeSynopArray will make an IDL array, depending on the number of stations in synopstations.dat, 
and by default set all the values (snow class) to 8=no report. After that the SMHI database file 
SNO_040x.DAT is read and for each day of the month a new SYNOP values file will be created out 
from the IDL array, where the values (snow class) are changed according to the classification process 
described above, but only for stations that have reported something for the day in case. 
 
GetSynopLatLong construct positions for all the stations listed in the file synopstations.dat. Note that 
latitude is declared as degrees and minutes in .dat file (originate from excel file) but in validation 
decimal degrees is used. GetSynopLatLong will also do this quite simple conversion. 
Validation position:   +59,9 +9,53 
Position from excel referens:  N59 54 E09 32 = +59,9 +9,53 
 
The procedures and the input parameters and files are described in figures B.5 and B.6. 



 
Figure B.6 Simple descripion of SYNOP pre-processing procedures 
Procedure name Purpose I/O parameters Call example (IDL) 
GetSynopLatLong Produces the 

LatLong file 
Input: Number of 
synopstations 
(=values in original 
Synopstations files) 

GetSynopLatLong,1861 

MakeSynopArray Produces the 
Values files 

Input: Monthly 
databasefile, Number 
of synopstations, 
mindepth for 
classification as snow.

MakeSynopArray, 
'SNO_0403.DAT',1861,3 

Procedures specifications and prints can be found in Appendix C. 
 
Figure B.7 Input/output files used/produced by the SYNOP pre-processing procedures (february) 
 Original File Validation File Comments 
LatLongfile SynopstationsLat.dat 

SynopstationsLong.dat 
SynopLatLong.dat Original files are manually made. Lat (Long) 

values are cut out from Excel file and paste 
into .dat-file. 
Obs! Lat and Long must be in degrees and 
minutes and described with – (minus) for 
western longitudes. 

Data file SNO_0402.DAT 
Synopstations.dat 

SynopValues032.dat 
- 
SynopValues060.dat 

The original file contains data for every day in 
a month (SNO_0403.DAT is for every day in 
March04). That means one simple execution 
compounds 29-31 Value files. 
File Synopstations.dat is manually made. 
Station ID’s are cut from Excel file and paste 
into .dat-file. Number of stations should 
correspond to number of values in each 
lat/long original file. 

All files stored in ./prog/proj/SAF/ageidne/synop 
 
 
Pre-processing NESDIS 
The validation area selection is done within the pre processing programs, GetNesdisLatLong and 
MakeNesdisArray. The size of the validation matrix is set inside the code. 
These program runs will take some time, the files are a lot bigger than the SYNOP data files. 
 
Figure B.8 Simple descripion of NESDIS pre-processing procedures 
Procedure name Purpose I/O parameters Call example (IDL) 
GetNesdisLatLong Produces the 

LatLong file 
- MakeMSGArray,63 

MakeNesdisArray Produces the 
Values files 

- GetMSGLatLong 

Procedures specifications and prints can be found in Appendix C. 
 
Figure B.9 Input/output files used/produced by the NESDIS pre-processing procedures (julianday63) 
 Original File Validation File Comments 
LatLongfile latitude.dat 

longitude.dat 
nesdisLatLong.dat . 

Data file ims2004063.dat nesdisValues063.dat Original files are manually copied from directory 
\\winfs\prog\proj\SAF\safland\snow_noaa_nesdi
s_4km\ 

All files stored in ./prog/proj/SAF/ageidne/nesdis 
 
 
 



Procedures for validation 
The procedures DailyDataStruct and ContingencySnow are the procedures used for the validation. 
 
DailyDataStruct will build a struct with records containing both the MSG data and the reference 
(SYNOP or NESDIS) data. The MSG data is the MSG value with corresponding MSG position (x1, y1), 
and the reference data is the reference value and the corresponding reference position (x2, y2). 
 
To get the correct reference point, the geographical distance between the positions (x1, y1) and (x2, 
y2) should be minimized. The simplest, but sure not fastest, way to do this is to compare every 
position in the MSG file to every position in the reference file. 
 
When the nearest reference position is found, a simple check is done that the distance does not 
exceed a maximum distance, that the comparison will be relevant. The maximum distance is stated as 
in parameter maxdist.  

    

 
 
Figure B.10 Building the IDL struct 
 
Comparing all positions in the LatLong files requires lots of computer capacity because of the big 
amount of grid points in the files. To minimize the handling of these files, the intermediate struct is 
stored in a cmp file and is re-used for every validation with identical LatLong files. 
Practically this means that different reference sources need their own cmp file, while validations of 
daily files within the same source uses the same cmp file. 
 
The procedure ContingencySnow presents the snow classifications from both MSG and the reference 
source in a contingence table on the screen. The table presents the sum of the comparison points 
different snow classifications. Some indices are also calculated from the amount of comparisons in the 
contingence table positions. 

MSG Value file 
(Size 2200x1019) 

 
MSG Value 
MSG Flags 

Reference Value file 
(Different sizes) 

 
Reference Value 
(Synop depth)* 
(Synop station)* 

 

IDL struct 
(Size 2200x1019) 

MSG Lat 
MSG Long 
Reference Lat  
Reference Long 
Distance 
 
MSG Value 
MSG Flags 
Reference Value 
(Synop station)* 
(Synop depth)* 
 

*) If reference is synop 

MSG LatLong file 
(Size 2200x1019) 

 
MSG Lat 

MSG Long 

Building IDL Struct 

Referens LatLong file 
(Different sizes) 

 
Reference Lat  

Reference Long 

MSG LatLong file 
(Size 2200x1019) 

 
MSG Lat 

MSG Long 
 

Comparison Values Postion 
(Size 2200x1019) 

Reference Lat  
Reference Long 

Distance 



Appendix D - Validation Program Code Description  
General 
All programming is done considering that the code should be easy to read and understand. Many of 
the solutions could for sure be more efficient, but speed is given priority before beautiful solutions. 
The structure of the programs and procedures is sort of object-oriented. The thinking is to make all 
procedures independent to be possible to run every part separately.  The procedures are easy to 
change or replace with others. Parameters that possibly could be changed in future validations are 
declared as in parameters or at the head of the code. Especially work directories and the format, the 
validation "area", of both MSG data and reference data, are very easy to change. 
 
To minimize the amount of procedures, the procedures for validation can be executed in different 
modes, depending of the validation sources. The modes are synopnesdis, synopMSG, and 
MSGnesdis. 
 

Pre-processering procedures: Procedures for validation: 

GetxxxLatLong 
MakexxxArray 

DailyDataStruct 
ContingencySnow 

 
 
 

Procedures/Functions 
The bold text formatted procedures are the main procedures, executed by the user, the other are 
called by the main procedures. No real exe-files are produced. 
 
- ArrayRestore 
Simple function to support the other procedures with data. Reads and writes IDL parameters. 
Independent of data format, input variable Data is dynamic. 
Input: Data, RW(‘Read’/’Write’), Filename 
Output: Data 
Uses files: Given as input parameter 
Creates files: Given as input parameter 
Called by: All bold text procedures. 
 
- GetMSGLatLong 
Creates a MSG LatLong file from the original files. 
Input: - 
Output: - 
Uses files: lat_idl_msgn, lon_idl_msgn 
Creates files: MSGLatLong.dat 
Uses procedures/functions: ArrayRestore 
Call example: GetMSGLatLong 
 
- GetNesdisLatLong 
Creates a NESDIS LatLong file for the Europe area from the original files. The area defined as Europe 
can only be changed in the code. 
Input: -  
Output: - 
Uses files: latitude.dat, longitude.dat 
Creates files: nesdisLatLong.dat 
Uses procedures/functions: ArrayRestore 
Call example: GetNesdisLatLong 
 
- GetsynopLatLong 
Creates a SYNOP LatLong file from the original files. 
Input: Stations (number of SYNOP stations in synopstation files) 



Output: - 
Uses files: SynopstationsLat.dat, SynopstationsLong.dat 
Creates files: SynopLatLong.dat 
Uses procedures/functions: ArrayRestore 
Call example: GetsynopLatLong,1861 
 
- MakeMSGArray 
Creates a MSG Values file from the original SC (snow cover product) file. 
Input: Julianday 
Output: - 
Uses files: : SAF_04xxx.DAT where xxx is Julianday. 
Creates files: MSGValuesxxx.dat 
Uses procedures/functions: ArrayRestore 
Call example: MakeMSGArray,63 
 
- MakeNesdisArray 
Creates a NESDIS Values file for the Europe area from the original NESDIS file. The area defined as 
Europe can only be changed in the code. 
Input: Julianday  
Output: - 
Uses files: : ASCII file 'ims2004xxx.asc' where xxx is Julianday. 
Creates files: nesdisValuesxxx.dat 
Uses procedures/functions: ArrayRestore 
Call example: MakenesdisArray,63 
 
- MakesynopArray 
Creates SYNOP Values daily files (29-31 pcs) for all juliandays that inputfile SNO_040x.DAT contains 
(x-månad). The number of values in each file is given by in parameter Stations. For the daily file, all 
stations not found in the SNO_040x.DAT file, will be given the value  8 (no report). 
Snow classes/values 8- No report No report- default value 
 3- No snow 0 cm 
 7- Unsure snow cover >0 cm AND <mindepth 
 2- Partially snow covered >=mindepth AND <=6 cm 
 1- Totally snow covered >6 cm 
Input: Filename, Stations, Mindepth. 
Output: - 
Uses files: SNO_040x.DAT, Synopstations.dat 
Creates files: synopValuesxxx.dat (29-31 pcs).  
Uses procedures/functions: ArrayRestore 
Call example: MakesynopArray,’ SNO_0402.DAT’,1861,3 
 
 
- Distance 
Calculates the great circle distance between two grid points given as Latitude/Longitude 
Called by: Find 
 
- Find 
Uses procedures/functions: Distance 
Called by: DailyDataStruct 
 
- DailyDataStruct 
Builds a data struct with records for every grid point in the validation file. The records contain both data 
for the validation grid point and data from the nearest point in the reference file and also the distance 
between the points. If the distance exceeds a maximum distance, the in parameter maxdist, maxdist is 
stored in the struct. Creates or just load the Cmpfile that stores the sources complementary points and 
the distance. 
Input: Mode (‘MSGnesdis’, ’synopMSG’,’synopnesdis’) 
 NewCmpFile (0 or 1- if a new NewCmpFile is to be built) 
 Maxdist (is given as hundreds of meter. 100 means 10000meters =10km) 
 Julianday 



Output:- 
Uses files:  

yyyDataxxx.dat (two files) where yyy are the sources, given by input parameter Mode.  
xxx is Julianday. 
yyyLatLong.dat (two files) 
(zzzCmpValuesxxx.dat is used only if NewCmpFile=0. zzz is the Mode.) 

Creates files: 
(zzzCmpValuesxxx.dat   - only if NewCmpFile=0) 
zzzstructxxx.dat where zzz is the Mode. 

Uses procedures/functions: ArrayRestore, Find 
Call example: DailyDataStruct,'synopMSG',0,100,91 

- ContingencySnow 
Creates a contingency table for the (by DailyDataStruct) created struct. Records with the distance 
=Maxdist will be thrown away and will not be counted in the contingency table. The table is printed at 
the screen. 
Input: Mode, Julianday, Maxdist 
Output: Screen 
Uses files: zzzstructxxx.dat where zzz is the Mode 
Creates files: - 
Uses procedures/functions: ArrayRestore 
Call example: ContingencySnow,'synopMSG',91,100 
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